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The effect of Nd concentration on the spectroscopic and emission decay properties of highly dope
Nd:YAG ceramics
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High-resolution optical spectroscopy shows that no additional defects or large-scale deformations take place
in Nd:YAG ceramics doped with up to 9 at. % Nd as compared to the diluted single crystals. Spectral satellites
connected with ensembles of Nd ions, predicted by the statistics of a random distribution over the available
lattice sites, are observed at low temperatures. At higher temperatures the resolution is lost and these ensembles
contribute to an inhomogeneous broadening of the lines. At room temperature the global emission decay of
4F3/2 is nonexponential and can be explained by the common effect of a direct donor-acceptor transfer process
with parameters determined earlier for diluted crystals and by a migration-assisted transfer whose ensemble-
averaged rate depends quadratically on the Nd concentrationCNd . The calculated quantum efficiencyh and
the figure of merithCNd indicate that concentrated Nd:YAG components are suitable for continuous-wave
laser emission and, coupled with resonant hot band pumping into the emitting level, they show the prospect for
scaling Nd:YAG lasers to very high powers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The renewed interest in the use of highly concentra
Nd:YAG laser materials for constructing solid-state las
raises important questions concerning the effect of Nd c
centration (CNd) on the spectroscopic and emission dec
characteristics that determine the performances of thes
sers. Highly doped Nd:YAG components can be produced
various techniques such as crystal growth by the ther
gradient technique1 ~small- or medium-size components wi
up to 3–4 at. % Nd, strong variation ofCNd along the growth
axis! or flux2 ~small components of up to 4–5 at.% Nd!,
epitaxial thin film deposition3 (CNd up to 15 at. %!, or ce-
ramic techniques4 (CNd up to 9 at. %, medium or large com
ponents with uniform doping profile!. The last technique ha
the additional advantages of simplicity, high yield, and lo
production costs. The highCNd in YAG raises also basic
problems concerning the state of the Nd ions in a host
offers for substitution a smaller ion as well as characteri
tion of the energy transfer processes between the Nd i
Additional problems concern the state of Nd ions in ceram
as compared to single crystals.5 Despite the fact that some o
these components have been used in laser experiment
detailed account of the effect ofCNd on their spectroscopic
and emission decay properties has been reported. This p
reports the results of spectroscopic and emission decay
vestigations of Nd:YAG ceramics with up to 9 at. % Nd.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

High-optical-quality transparent Nd:YAG ceramics wi
up to 9 at. % Nd have been produced by the technique
scribed in Ref. 4. The high-resolution transmission spe
0163-1829/2001/64~9!/092102~4!/$20.00 64 0921
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were measured at temperatures between 10 and 300 K
using a high-resolution~better than 0.3 cm21) 1-m double
monochromator. For the emission decay a photon coun
technique of 20-ns resolution was used and the excita
was made nonselectively at room temperature with the s
ond harmonic of aQ-switched Nd:YAG laser~10-ns pulse
width!. The intensity of excitation was kept low in order t
avoid a high population of the emitting level4F3/2 ~under
;1%), which could favor upconversion by excited-state a
sorption or energy transfer.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The transmission spectra of Nd:YAG ceramic samples
1 at. % Nd are similar to those of single crystals5 of the same
CNd . No obvious line shifts or broadenings have been o
served in any spectral range, in agreement with previous
vestigations on 1 at. % Nd:YAG ceramics.6 This indicates
that in these ceramics the Nd ions reside at the dodecahe
c site ofD2 symmetry of the garnet lattice and no large-sc
distortion of the crystalline lattice occurs as compared
single crystals. Thus the recent studies7–9 on theD2 symme-
try site of Nd31 in YAG crystals remain valid in the case o
the ceramics, too. With increasing Nd concentration the
sitions of the spectral lines remain practically unchang
with very slight shifts for some of the optical transitions a
with a selective broadening.

The structures of the satellites in the low-temperat
high-resolution spectra at 1 at. % Nd do not contain any
ditional satellites with respect to those reported in sin
crystals,5 showing that no additional defects in the vicinity o
the Nd ions occur. Moreover, the satellites, associated w
perturbing effects of nonstoichiometric excess Y31 ions sub-
©2001 The American Physical Society02-1
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stituting part of the Al31 octahedral a sites @antisites
Y31(a)] in crystals grown from melt, are almost complete
missing in ceramics. In this respect the ceramics are clos
the high-quality crystals grown from flux. This can be e
plained by the relative low temperature and the solid-s
character of the production process. Thus the only ma
satellites in the transmission spectra of the Nd:YAG ceram
are those connected with crystal-field perturbations ins
statistical ensembles of Nd31 ions sitting on near-lattice
sites. At low Nd concentrations the most important of su
ensembles are Nd ion pairs: the satellites correspondin
the first-@nearest-neighbor~NN!# and second-@next-nearest-
neighbor~NNN!# order pairs are clearly resolved in most
the optical transitions~satellites M1, spectral shift up to
5 –6 cm21, and M2, shift up to 2 –3 cm21, respectively!,
as shown in Fig. 1 for the transition4I 9/2(Z1)→2P1/2 at vari-
ous Nd concentrations. In some of the transitions~for in-
stance,4I 9/2→4F3/2) the satelliteM2 is split in two clearly
resolved components of equal intensities, while the sate
M1 is only broadened with a tendency to splitting. The re
tive intensities of the two satellites with respect to each ot
or to the line N of the isolated ions~ions that do not partici-
pate in the first- or second-order pairs! correspond to the
statistics of the random placement of the Nd31 ions on the
available dodecahedral garnet sites and indicates that the
tual crystal-field perturbations inside of these pairs do
modify the transition probabilities as compared to the one
the isolated ions. With increasing Nd concentration the re
tive intensities of the pair lines increase, while the ones
the isolated ions decrease. Moreover, at very high concen
tions, new satellitesT, whose relative intensities increas
with CNd faster than those of the pairs, show up. Most like
these new satellites are connected with triads of Nd31 ions
on near-lattice sites, the larger spectral shift being consis

FIG. 1. 4I 9/2→2P1/2 transmission spectra for different conce
trations at low temperature.
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with the expected larger mutual crystal-field perturbation
side of these ensembles. Although it was feared that at h
CNd the large misfit between the ionic radii of Nd31 and Y31

could force the former ones to aggregate in the vicinity of
surfaces of the ceramic grains, the presence of satellite l
in the optical spectra with intensities corresponding only
the probability of statistical occupation of the dodecahed
sites by the Nd ions shows that no such large-scale aggr
tion takes place.

With increasing temperature the spectral resolution of
satellite lines is lost; however, the nonresolved pair satell
contribute now to an inhomogeneous line broadening an
an asymmetry of the lines. Although the integral absorpt
coefficient of the lines scales linearly withCNd , the peak
absorption coefficients scale sublinearly owing to t
concentration-dependent broadening and asymmetriza
The transmission spectra at room temperature enable th
lection of optical transitions suitable for diode laser pum
ing. A very promising such transition could be, for instanc
the doubly peaked band centered around 885 nm made u
the hot bandsZ2→R1 and Z3→R2 of the absorption4I 9/2
→4F3/2 ~Fig. 2!. The cold- or hot-band resonant4I 9/2
→4F3/2 pump was used earlier10–12 for constructing lasers
using 1 at. % Nd:YAG crystals; however, the low pump a
sorption at this concentration prevents the generation of h
laser powers. Our measurements show that the absorp
coefficients of the two peaks of the 885-nm band are
proximately equal at room temperature and become ap
ciable at high Nd concentrations: they increase fro
;1.7 cm21 at 1 at. % Nd to;6.5 cm21 at 4 at. % and
13–14 cm21 at 9 at. % Nd, while the full width at half
maximum~FWHM! increases from;2.5 nm at 1 at. % Nd to
;3.2 nm at 9 at. % Nd, very suitable for diode laser pum
ing. Using these hot bands contributes to a considerable
duction of the pump quantum defect as compared to the
ditional 808-nm pump into the higher-energy level4F5/2.
This leads to a corresponding improvement of the laser em
sion characteristics~threshold and slope efficiency! and a
drastic reduction of the heat generated in the laser com
nents under pump. This could enhance the potential of c
centrated Nd:YAG components for constructing lasers. H
band resonant pumping at 1064 nm was used in an attem
demonstrate laser cooling in a solid~Nd:YAG!.13 The use of

FIG. 2. 4I 9/2→4F3/2 absorption spectrum of 9 at. % Nd:YAG
ceramics at room temperature.
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the thermal population of the crystal-field components
hot-band pumping at 885 nm is equivalent to a partial la
cooling that contributes to a reduction of the total heat g
erated in the pumped material.

The weakly excited emission decay at room tempera
is accelerated and shows departures from exponentials
increasingCNd , as shown in Fig. 3. The decay can be d
vided into four successive temporal regions:~i! a very sharp
drop that terminates practically within the first two microse
onds of the decay and whose extent on the intensity s
increases almost proportionally toCNd , ~ii ! a quasiexponen
tial portion that blurs at highCNd , ~iii ! a nonexponentia
dependence, and~iv! a new quasiexponential dependenc
The border between these regions is not sharp and the
sition is gradual. The extent of the regions~ii ! and ~iii ! re-
duces with increasingCNd : region ~iv! is not seen in the
decay of the diluted samples during 6–8e foldings of low-
noise decay at the low pump intensities used in this exp
ment. The emission decays of 1 at. % Nd:YAG ceramics
single crystals are similar and can be described by a di
donor-acceptor energy transfer by cross relaxation to in
mediate levels, (4I 9/2, 4F3/2)→(4I 15/2, 4I 15/2), inside the
system of the dopant Nd ions. This modifies the decay t

I ~ t !5I 0 exp~2t/tD!exp@2P~ t !#, ~1!

wheretD is the lifetime of the emission at very low conce
trations, when the energy transfer can be neglected, andP(t)
is the acceptor-ensemble-averaged energy transfer func
In the case of a discrete and random placement of the
ions at the available lattice sites,14,15

P~ t !52( ln@12CA1CAexp~2Wit !#, ~2!

whereCA is the relative concentration of acceptors andWi is
the transfer rate to the acceptor placed at thei th lattice site
with respect to the donor. For Nd:YAG under low pumpin
intensity CA is practically equal at any time to the relativ
concentration of Nd. The fit of Eq.~1! with the transfer func-
tion ~2! to the experimental data indicates that the ion-

FIG. 3. 4F3/2 emission decays for Nd:YAG ceramics of differe
concentrations at room temperature.
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interaction responsible for the energy transfer includes c
tributions from superexchange and dipole-dipole coupli
Wi5Wi

ex1Wi
d-d with Wi

ex5tD
21exp@2R0L

21(12Ri /R0)# and
Wi

d-d5CDA /Ri
6 , whereL is the effective Bohr radius,R0 is

the penetration depth of the superexchange interaction,
CDA is the energy transfer microparameter of the dipo
dipole interaction,16,17 A good fit of the decay for 1 at. %
Nd:YAG ceramics over sixe foldings is obtained with the
parameters determined18 for single crystals:tD5260 ms,
L50.54 Å , R055.43 Å , andCDA;1.8310240 cm6 s21.
These energy transfer microparameters explain the unu
form of decay: the very fast initial drop is caused by the ve
high transfer rate dominated by superexchange inside of
first- ~NN! order pairs, while for all the other pairs the tran
fer is dominated by the dipole-dipole coupling. The quasie
ponential portion~ii ! can be explained by the linear expa
sion of the transfer function~2! for low CDA and (Wit)
values, i.e.,P(t);CACDA((Wit), with the sum excluding
the NN sites. For lowCNd at long times the transfer functio
P(t) can be approximated by the function calculated in
approximation of continuous and uniform ion di
tribution,16,17 i.e., by gt21/2 in the case of dipolar coupling
as indeed observed for 1 at. % Nd at times longer th
100 ms. The broadening of theM1 satellite can be con-
nected with the superexchange interaction inside the
pairs, while the splitting of satelliteM2 is connected with
two possible configurations of the intervening ions for t
NNN pairs.

With increasing Nd concentration the extent of the fa
initial drop increases, the portion~ii ! is blurred, and thet21/2

dependence of portion~iii ! becomes less evident althoug
the decay remains non-exponential, while the quasilin
portion ~iv! becomes evident at times progressively shor
The blurring of portion~ii ! is caused by the invalidity of the
linear approximation forP(t) at largeCNd , while the alter-
ation of thet21/2 dependence of portion~iii ! and the exis-
tence of portion~iv! reflect the onset of more and more ef
cient energy migration processes. It was found that for la
Nd concentrations the emission decay can well be descr
by considering together with the decay terms in Eq.~1! the
effect of an additional term exp(2W̄t), where W̄ is an
ensemble-averaged migration-assisted energy transfer
assuming a hopping migration mechanism governed
dipole-dipole interaction,19

I ~ t !5I 0exp~2t/tD!exp@2P~ t !#exp~2W̄t !, ~3!

i.e., over the entire decay.
The emission decays for Nd:YAG ceramics in the inve

tigated CNd range can be fitted with Eq.~3! by using the
intrinsic lifetime tD and the transfer parametersL, R0, and
CDA determined from studies on diluted single crystals a
assuming that the migration-assisted transfer rate dep
quadratically on the Nd concentration,W̄5W̄0CNd

2 , with
CNd expressed in at. % andW̄5240 s21(at. %)22610%.
The error margin is high enough to accommodate additio
effects at very highCNd , such as a possible modification o
the garnet lattice parameter, which cannot be evaluated a
present time.
2-3
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The decay law~3! was used to estimate the emissi
quantum efficiencyh in the presence of energy transfer. I
CNd dependence is given in Fig. 4~a!. The quantum effi-
ciency decreases with increasingCNd and all the excitation
lost nonradiatively by cross relaxation is transformed in
heat. This limits the possibilities of using concentrat
Nd:YAG components in laser emission regimes, implyi
the storage of excitation energy~the Q-switched regime!.
However, these materials show good prospect to be use
continuous-wave regimes, where the effect of the reduc
of h with increasingCNd on the threshold can be compe
sated by an enhanced absorption of the pump radiation.
though this absorption depends also on the length of
active component, the producthCNd can be considered as
figure of merit for the expected laser performances at h
CNd . As shown in Fig. 4~b!, this figure of merit is larger than
for 1 at. % Nd up to concentrations of 8 at. % Nd and sho
a maximum, by about 55% larger than for 1 at. % Nd, in t

FIG. 4. Calculated concentration dependence of~a! the emission
quantum efficiencyh and ~b! the hCNd parameter.
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region of 3 at. % Nd. This indicates the good prospects
concentrated Nd:YAG components for constructing lase
Combined with hot-band resonant pumping reducing
generation of heat, these materials could enable the sca
of Nd:YAG lasers to very high powers.

IV. CONCLUSION

High-resolution spectroscopy of concentrated~up to 9
at. %! Nd:YAG ceramics indicates that the Nd31 ions reside
on the dodecahedral sites ofD2 symmetry without any major
large-scale deformation with respect to the situation enco
tered in single crystals. These materials do not show spe
satellites to testify the presence of nonstoichiometric Y31

antisites, characteristic of melt-grown crystals, and from
spectroscopic point of view they approach the compositio
and structural perfection of flux-grown crystals. The on
obvious clustering effects in these materials originate fr
the statistical placement of the Nd ions on the available
tice sites. In low-concentrated samples the most proba
cluster ensembles are pairs of Nd ions in NN and NNN p
sitions, while the most concentrated samples show also
presence of triads of Nd ions on near-lattice sites. The roo
temperature transmission spectra show that at highCNd in
YAG a very suitable transition for pumping is the broadba
centered at 885 nm made up of the hot-band transitionsZ2
→R1 andZ3→R2 of the 4I 9/2→4F3/2 absorption: this allows
a considerable reduction of the quantum defect and thu
the heat generation. The emission decays of the 1 a
Nd:YAG ceramics and single crystals are similar. In the co
centrated ceramic samples the decay can be describe
considering the direct donor-acceptor energy transfer
cross relaxation to intermediate levels inside the system
dopant Nd ions with the parameters determined previou
for diluted crystals and by a migration-assisted term wh
ensemble-averaged rate scales withCNd

2 . The figure of merit
hCNd calculated with these parameters has values larger
the one for 1 at. % Nd for concentrations up to 8 at. %, w
a maximum at about 3 at. %. This indicates that hig
concentrated Nd:YAG components can be used to const
efficient continuous-wave Nd:YAG lasers. Together w
pumping into the hot band at 885 nm, these materials sh
prospects for scaling Nd:YAG lasers to very high powers
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